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Abstract 

 

Vehicle detection and classification using deep learning methods has been found out in 

this paper. In the area of highway management, vehicle detection and classification are 

becoming more significant currently. Vehicle Detection and Classification based on 

Multiple Deep Learning Methods has been found in this paper, multiple classes and 

multiple methods have been used on this topic in very less research paper.   In fact, there 

are different types of vehicles, such as cars, microbuses, jeeps, pickups, buses, trucks, 

taxis, vans, rickshaws, etc. Multiple vehicles have different shapes and sizes (bounding 

boxes) so it is very difficult to detect this multiple class, in this paper multiple classes of 

vehicle have been used. We have used three of the deep learning methods in this paper, 

method performance, detection ability and object classification has been compared with 

those methods. The three deep learning methods we have proposed are Mask R-CNN, 

Faster R-CNN and Yolo V5 method. Here ResNet50 is used as backbone in Faster R-

CNN method and ResNet101 is used as backbone in Mask R-CNN method, where Mask 

R-CNN and Faster R-CNN methods are included in CNN family ties. Though the Mask 

R-CNN is the extension of Faster R-CNN. We evaluate our models' performance through 

Confusion Matrix. The methods of F1 score, mean average recall and mean average 

precision have been found out through the Confusion Matrix, the methods have been 

compared with those values. From that value it is evident that Mask R-CNN gives better 

performance than other methods. We see from the table (table: 6) that the following 

values are obtained using Confusion Matrix from Mask R-CNN method F1 score - 87%, 

mean average recall- 92% and mean average precision - 82%. So The Mask R-CNN's 

detection score is higher than other models, so the Mask R-CNN's detection ability and 

classification is better than other models.  

There will be a lot of cooperation in vehicle detection and prediction for self-driving cars 

or various robotic cars through this work. 

 

Keywords: Deep learning, Mask R-CNN, Faster R-CNN, Yolo V5, Computer 

Vision. 
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Chapter - 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Problem Outline 

 

Computer vision based methods play a vital role for object detection (Gandhi, n.d.).  

Vehicle detection is a very important approach, especially in the case of traffic 

surveillance or gate monitoring. At the root of this is the violation of traffic laws, it is 

now seen every day. Due to the traffic jam, choosing another route to the destination 

without following the traffic laws. It is also against the law to drive on the wrong side of 

the road. However, in this case, vehicle detection is an important process for vision based 

applications and through which it is possible to detect any class of vehicle very easily. To 

find the location of each object (class) you need to find out the value of the bounding box 

of that object. But detection can be a bit challenging, except in bad weather or in the 

shadow of a vehicle, or at night when there is less light on the object. Since the size of 

each class is different, it is difficult to classify by detecting the objects(classes). Because 

the size of the bound box of each object (class wise) is different, it is quite challenging to 

predict the bounding box according to the location of those objects. After extracting the 

feature through convolutional neural network and proposing a region on it and sending it 

to FC (fully connected layer), the bounding box of the object is predicted through a 

regressor (Hui, n.d.).  However, multiple objects(classes) of vehicles have been taken in 
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this paper, the size of each class is different. In the case of multiple objects in an image, 

each region is sent to CNN and then the feature is extracted in the R-CNN process, so 

that process is subject to extra time in the case of multiple objects (Hui, n.d.). However, 

backbone (CNN) is used in Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN, so there is no need to 

propose regions separately. 

Cnn family ties and Yolo family ties are part of the computer vision method (Singh, 

2021).  

In this paper, we have worked with the Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN methodology in 

the CNN family, on the other hand we have worked with Yolo V5 in the Yolo family. 

The algorithm has also been used for vehicle detection with direction score and 

classification and we compare which algorithm works better.  

1.2 Motivation of the Research 

 

First of all, we worked for object recognition with the Convolutional Neural Network. 

But this is a lengthy process and took a huge time to feature extraction. Then we worked 

region based convolutional neural networks but again it took a huge time to multiple 

regions. And found less research on this area through Deep learning methods. Then we 

started working with mask r-cnn and motivated different deep learning methods to 

propose a better model by creating my own dataset.  

1.3 Problem Statement of the Research 

 

We have seen some research on object detection before. However, we have seen very less 

research on this topic, who have worked with multiple deep learning methods. Single 
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Deep Learning Methodology has been used in some Object Detection Research Papers. 

Some papers use faster r-cnn while others use mask r-cnn or Yolo. However, this topic 

has been worked on with R-CNN before, but less with multiple methods. We have also 

collected vehicle data from other countries including Bangladesh. We have used Mask R-

CNN, Faster R-CNN and Yolo V5 methodology using the same dataset, and compare 

between them which algorithm works better through Confusion Matrix. The algorithm 

has been compared to be able to detect and classify vehicles well and the dataset consists 

of ten classes namely cars, microbuses, motorcycles, jeeps, trucks, pickups, buses, taxis, 

vans and rickshaws. 

 

1.4 Research Questions 

 

The question in this research was, 

 

● Which methodology can better detect and classify a vehicle? 

● Have all the methodologies been able to predict the ten classes well? 

● Whether the loss value was continuously downward and which methods give 

better results through Confusion Matrix? 

 

1.5 Research Objectives 

 

The objective of this research is to find a better model for vehicle detection by 

building its own dataset. 
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1.6 Research Scope 

 

In this study, we used multiple deep learning methods for vehicle detection. And we 

compared Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN and Yolo V5 and tried to find out which 

algorithm performs better and classify the vehicles in ten categories. 

 

 

1.7 Research Design 

 

In the next chapter, we have covered more studies, along with research gaps, findings and 

results on that topic. Our proposed methodology is covered in Chapter Three. We have 

discussed the results and analysis in Chapter Four. Finally, in Chapter Five, we discuss 

observations, suggestions, limitations, and future work. 
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Chapter - 2 

Literature Review  

 

 

In the case of multi-objects, the size of each object is different, according to the authors 

[1], the vehicle size and background are imbalanced. The efficiency of vehicle detection 

is enhanced, but Author has used a multiscale method to increase the performance of 

vehicle detection. In this paper they propose multi scale vehicle detection through 

advanced yolo v2. Their main contribution was RK-means ++ which was proposed to 

achieve vehicle orientation or multi-scale detection. The second is to introduce Focal 

Loss yolo v2 for vehicle detection to reduce the negative impact. They also use the Faster 

R-CNN and Yolo V3 methods and their mean average precision values are compared 

through a table. They use Yolo V3 and Yolo V2 as multi-scale methods in another table 

and their mean average precision is compared. Their multi-scale methods Yolo V2 gain 

good performance according to the results of Confusion Matrix and can detect vehicles of 

different sizes. With their focal loss, the Yolo V2 gains a mean average precision value of 

98.30%. 

 

Authors used the Yolov2_vehicle [2] method for multiple object detection or class 

identification. They have used the k-means ++ clustering algorithm for clustering. They 

have calculated the vehicle detection, vehicle length, width and detection score on 

different scales. They adopted multi-layer fusion to enhance feature extraction capability. 

By doing this they removed the higher layer in the convolution layer. However, the 
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results of their Confusion Matrix were good. In the end, they reached 94.7% through this 

method and this proves that this method gives good performance for vehicle detection. 

 

In this paper [3], Author used multiple methods using Kitti datasets. Their main 

contribution was to compare the results of precision, recall and f1 score of Confusion 

Matrix through five algorithms. They published the results in a table and compared the 

detection score to the status of the dataset. According to their results, the Region based 

fully connected layer had high Accuracy, Low Sensitivity and high Specificity 

respectively. They reach 81.24% through the R-FCN method and this method works 

better than other methods.   

 

Author has used subclasses for vehicle detection [4]. They proposed the R-CNN method 

on paper, they used transfer learning for the detection comparator. However, they have 

observed the data in different ways, such as comparing their detection scores with some 

data in the morning, some data in the afternoon sunlight and some data at night. Their 

table shows the competition of R-CNN with transfer learning, first they have average 

precision 57.08% (one class) and average precision 36.31% (four class) excluding 

transfer learning. Where average precision including transfer learning is 88.89% (one 

class) and average precision is 90.08% (four class). Focus on their limitations, however, 

as multiple classes come within the bounding box of one object and within the bounding 

box of another. In the R-CNN method, however, a region from a picture is sent to CNN, 

then the classification and bounding box is predicted (Hui, n.d.). However, in this case 

the Yolo algorithm concatenates two objects with overlap (Kathuria, n.d.). 
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They showed cucumber fruit detection and precision, recall, F1 score value through 

comparison between three models (Mask R-CNN, Faster R-CNN, Yolo) and they used 

resnet101 for backbone with feature pyramid network [5]. On the other hand, they used 

improved Mask R-CNN and they got good performance using test images. Whether 

improved Mask R-CNN achieved F1 score value 89.47%. Their average elapsed time of 

improved Mask RCNN is 0.3461 s. 

Actually, backbone is very important for precision value so they used ResNet101 and in 

ResNet101 has more convolution layer and adopts network structure than other 

backbones like ResNet50 or Google Net etc [6]. Their improved mask r-cnn model was 

trained and tested on tensorflow and initially learning rate 0.001, batch size was 32 

threshold value 0.7 but most of the researchers holding a value of 0.6.  

In fact, Mask R-CNN, Faster R-CNN are two stage object detection processes but the 

Yolo model is one stage object detection process and relatively fast although they already 

mentioned their paper. They have trained and tested the images by resizing 418 x 418. 

The weight decay is 0.0005 and their total iteration is 10,000. Finally, they showed the 

precision, recall values of all the models through a table where the values of the improved 

Mask R-CNN values (precision-90.68%, recall-88.29%, F1-89.47%) are higher than the 

other models and the detection capability is also better. The two-stage Faster RCNN 

structure is the major reason for the slowness. However improved Mask RCNN has a 

greater location accuracy than not only Faster RCNN, YOLO V2 and YOLO V3, but also 

original Mask RCNN. 

 

The main purpose of this paper [6] is to highlight the problem of traffic signal control in a 

simple way, with accurate results and low cost. 
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They used 3200 different categories of vehicle images for training. They have achieved 

detection average accuracy of more than 80% for Mask R-CNN and Faster R-CNN 

models. They gave the precision, recall, mean average precision, accuracy value of the 

models through two tables, respectively Faster R-CNN- 99%(PRC), 76.90%(RCL), 

76%(ACC) and 76.30%(mAP) Mask R-CNN - 98.70%(PRC), 75.77%(RCL), 

74.30%(ACC) and 74.30%(mAP). The results of the detection and counting performance 

studies, as well as the error assessments, show that their Faster R-CNN is better than the 

other two, particularly for low-processing GPU training and with a high-power GPU. 

They have taken iteration for three models respectively, Faster R-CNN - 41837, Mask R-

CNN - 53130 and ResNet50 - 49102. They took images of 640 vehicle images as test 

images for the Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN models. To check for improvements in 

error, they utilized various loss functions, including SVM and softmax Classifier, as well 

as batch normalization. The results of the detection and counting performance studies, as 

well as the error assessments, show that their Faster R-CNN is better than the other two, 

particularly for low-processing GPU training and with a high-power GPU, ResNet-50 

may have a greater number of layers. For simultaneous functioning of two traffic lights, 

the counting results were communicated to Arduino utilizing a two master and one slave 

setup. 

In this [7] paper the author presents a technique for generating picture data from a dataset 

of empty roads. They mentioned a data driven method for training and they used this 

method to remove vehicles from input images.  

Their object detection rate of the mask r-cnn was very good and the detection of vehicles 

is 98.7%. 
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They have shown that inpainted results change by using morphological transformation 

through two figures. Where a figure without dilation fails to generate good results. So 

when they used the generated mask to do inpainting they got 93% accuracy. 

Mask R-CNN does not count the image's shadow; therefore, it ignores that aspect. 

Finally, after applying dilatation to the mask, the inpainting achieves a 96% accuracy. 

Main goal of this paper [8] is low cost with a fast solution for airplane detection at the 

airport. They created datasets (pictures of planes) through a drone. They used Mask R-

CNN to detect each images and create annotation with labelImg.  

There are eighth matric results, the first challenging metric measured the AP of IOU = the 

highest values of 0.921 for the training dataset and 0.573 for the test dataset. Second AP 

of IOU = 0.99 for the training and 0.955 testing dataset. 

Third AP of IOU = 0.99 for the training and 0.652 testing dataset. Fourth AP of IOU = 

0.875 for the training and 0.426 for testing dataset. Fifth AP of IOU = 0.943 for the 

training and 0.628 for testing dataset. Sixth AP of IOU = 0.978 for the training and 0.808 

for testing dataset. Seventh AP of IOU = 0.434 for the training and 0.289 for testing 

dataset. Eighth AP of IOU = 0.942 for the training and 0.617 for testing dataset. So 

model 6 actually exhibited the best performance based on all measures as their opinion 

because the sixth metric measured the AP for large objects that have been defined as 

objects which occupy areas larger than 962. 

 

The authors in this paper [9] has shown the comparison between the two deep learning 

algorithms of image processing (YOLO V5 and Mask RCNN) and 

 The difference between detection ability and computation time is shown. The main goal 

of this paper is to compare the performance of YOLO with Mask R-CNN, which reveals 
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Mask R-CNN to recognize tiny human figures among other prominent human pictures, 

and shows that YOLO was efficient in recognizing the majority of human figures in an 

image with greater accuracy. 

However, this paper compares and contrasts YOLO's performance with that of the deep 

learning approach Mask R-CNN in two areas: detection ability and computation time. 

They used 400 X 600 pixels each image size and took 500 images for the dataset. Finally, 

their computation time Mask R-CNN shows 67.63215ms and Yolo has 5.48544ms so 

YOLO is a much better average computation time and also detection capability. In this 

paper a multi-stage strategy mask r-cnn fails to detect all the humans in one image but 

yolo can detect objects(human) at the very first attempt and computational time is shorter 

than Mask RCNN. 

 

In this paper [10] the authors have trained two models using a custom dataset to detect 

the object (ball & person) of detection capability of the two models and the difference in 

precision / recall of the two models after training. They also showed the difference in 

detection capability of the two models using pre-trained weights. After training those 

models recall value is higher up to 40% but precision value is low in Yolo V2 on the 

other hand recall value increased 8% but precision value decreased significantly. Finally, 

when they used pre-trained weights then the yolo models F1 score value increased from 6 

to 34 percent but detection ability decreased 43%. And Mask R-CNN didn’t improve its 

recall value. On the other hand, when overlapping ball objects occur, YOLO has more 

difficulties with occlusion than Mask R-CNN.  
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They compared the two models using the refrigerator color dataset. There was a 

comparator, one hardware platform, one training set and a set of test cases.  

Their target [11] was which of the two models could detect the fastest object from a video 

with good accuracy and from the same platform and the same image. According to the 

table, the accuracy of Mask R-CNN was good and it did not drop below 95% with 

detection ability better than Yolo V3 where accuracy was between 42-45%. 

Yolo V3 fails more than 3 times although using the same platform and low image process 

speed. Despite the slow image processing speed, the Mask R-CNN architecture 

demonstrated excellent detection accuracy for each class sample on test samples. 

 

 

This work mainly involves tooth detection and semantic segmentation. The authors show 

that Mask R-CNN has a good segmentation effect in complex tooth structure. That paper 

[12] used PA (pixel accuracy) to find out the model performance result. A total of 50 

epochs have been run in this work and 20 of them are as heads and rest are fine-tuning all 

layers. Total loss from work was found to be 0.3093. Pixel accuracy was found to be 

98.4% but detection accuracy of some dental samples is 90.1%. They also mentioned that 

mask r-cnn can predict the occurrence of diseases. 

 

Their target was how to resolve traffic accident compensation problems quickly and they 

proposed vehicle-damage-detection segmentation algorithm based on transfer learning 

and an improved mask regional convolutional neural network. Actually they [13] 

compared two models Mask R-CNN and improved Mask R-CNN. 
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First of all, they collect vehicle damage pictures and make labels of all pictures. Then 

they were divided into train and test sets. Finally, they calculate average precision with 

Mask R-CNN and improved Mask R-CNN. P-R curve obtained using two algorithms and 

improved Mask R-CNN pretty good for both side performance and accuracy.  As I can 

see from the Figure, the Mask value of the Mask RCNN is 0.75, and the AP value of the 

improved has higher applicability in the damaged area of the automobile with 0.995. 

 

The goal of this paper [14] is a process capable of diagnosing COVID-19 using 

deep learning methods on X-ray images. They used 668x668 chest X Ray images and 

tried to find out the accuracy value with precision. Authors mentioned that Mask R-CNN 

method is found to be accurate and robust in the detection of COVID-19. They have run 

100 epochs and they have compared 4 backbones using the same dataset. They used 

ResNet41, ResNet50, ResNet65 and ResNet101 and their accuracy value was 93.16%, 

96.98%, 94.35% and 95.23%. Finally, they choose ResNet50 as the backbone and run 

with fivefold cross validation. After using fivefold cross validation, they got average 

accuracy, specificity, precision, recall and F1-score values of 96.98%, 97.36%, 96.60%, 

97.32% and 96.93% respectively. 

In the backbone ResNet 41 all the values are low whether the method is old. That's the 

reason I think authors apply ResNet50 in Backbone. 
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Chapter - 3 

Methodology 

3.1 Data processing and working methods 

3.1.1 Working procedure 

 

We have used Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN (CNN Family) and Yolo V5 methodology 

for this study, our work procedure is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Working Procedure 
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3.1.2 Model Training Procedure 

 

The training procedures of our models are as follows: 

 

 

Figure 2: Model Training Procedure 
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3.2 Image processing 

 

Some videos have been framed through a converter for image processing. Depending on 

the size of each video, frames are taken at intervals of 4 to 6 seconds. Then each frame is 

brought to a certain size (height-650px, width-650px) through adobe Photoshop cc. 

Datasets have been created in PascalVoc for Mask R-CNN, Faster R-CNN and in Yolo 

format for the Yolo algorithm. 

 

3.3 Data Preprocessing 

 

There are two types of annotations for the three algorithms. Annotations can be created in 

different ways such as vgg annotator tool, cvat, voTT, labelImg etc. (Rizzoli). It is 

possible to create annotations with each of the tools, but labelImg has been used in this 

paper. The reason behind using labelImg is that you can set annotation type in labelImg. 

PascalVoc (xml file), CreateML (json file), Yolo (txt file) annotations can be made in 

these formats (Iakushechkin). If we want to create an annotation using VGG annotator 

tools, all the image bounding box values are saved in a csv file. So many images contain 

all the bounding box values in one csv file. And the values of the bounding box are 

arranged sequentially (x, y, height, width) in this way (“Getting Started with VGG Image 

Annotator for Object Detection Tutorial”). Converter is required to convert this csv file to 

PascalVoc (xml) format so some extra time is spent here. The advantage of the 

PascalVoc (xml) format is that the value of the bounding box of each image object is 

specified and the values are sorted sequentially (xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax) (“Python 
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generate xml file PASCAL VOC labeling format(Others-Community)”). The biggest 

thing is that the file is created separately for each image. Similarly, Yolo (txt file) format 

can be set in labelImg, where class is defined in sequence (0, 1, 2, 3, 4 ..) for each object 

in case of multiple objects (Munawar). 

 

3.4 Deep Learning Based Detection and Classification 

 

CNN was invented and used in 1980. The convolutional neural network is a class of deep 

neural networks, which is used in visual image analysis in deep learning (Mandal, 2021). 

CNN is a major division where image recognition, classification, and detection are used 

in these areas. CNN takes a picture input for a photo classification, processes it, and 

categorizes it into several groups. An input image is seen by computers as an array of 

pixels, with the number of pixels varying depending on the picture quality. Height, width, 

and dimensions are available based on the resolution of an image. CNN extracts features 

from a picture in the first stage and predicts the bounding box and class in the next stage 

(Prabhu, n.d.). 

3.5 Faster R-CNN (Faster Regional Convolutional Neural Network) 

 

Faster r-cnn is a deep learning approach for object detection that is generally a pretrained 

CNN. Faster r-cnn is a multistage process, the fastest process in the region convolutional 

neural network (r-cnn). This is called the r-cnn family version, which includes fast r-cnn, 

respectively. Faster R-CNN is two stage detection. However, both methods are very slow 

processes and both methods use selective search (Hui).  
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In selective search at the beginning it takes one individual instance for each pixel.  Then 

put them in a loop and group the closest similar parts. In this way, similar parts are 

grouped and divided into several large parts in a picture at a time. The normal hypothesis 

is that the object can be found by searching in those large parts of the image. Now if we 

think of those parts with the bounding box, then first the many bounding boxes in a 

picture are divided into groups and finally a few are placed in a picture. And if we search 

in that big bounding box, we can find the object. 

However, it is a lengthy process that used r-cnn and fast r-cnn which would take time like 

a sliding window process. 

3.5.1 Family ties of Convolutional Neural Network: 

 

● The sliding window process was that each object from a picture was scanned 

separately through the window and after extracting the feature through CNN 

(convolutional neural network) the boundary box was predicted through 

regression and class was predicted through SVM (support vector machine). But 

later it was seen that, when there are multiple objects in one picture, it takes a lot 

of time to scan and predict each window. In case of scanning the size for each 

object separately, their aspect ratio would be distortion. Because the size of each 

object is different, the size of the windows would be distorted. Then the R-CNN 

method proposed a way that split the different regions in one image. And the rest 

of the process was the same as the process of sliding window (Hui). 

 

● The region proposed in the R-CNN method, each of the warp regions in a picture 

is given to CNN one by one, then the feature is extracted from CNN and then 
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class and bounding box are predicted. Finally, it was found that classifying 

images with multiple objects was quite time consuming.  

 

In the Fast R-CNN method, the feature extraction is done first through the 

Backbone Network (CNN) so that there is no need to extract the feature 

separately for each region in R-CNN (Hui). Then through selective search, Fast 

R-CNN proposes some regions from a picture and after feature extraction through 

CNN (Backbone Network) we get a feature map and finally those regions are 

placed on the feature map. Then the composite parts are sent to the ROI pooling 

layer, where the ROI pooling layer warps different sized regions, meaning that the 

regions are made of the same size. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Feature Map 

 

Suppose figure 3 is a feature map and proposes regions, now to make it 2 x 2 

shape ROI pooling layer creates a feature map with max value. The feature maps 
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of the same size are sent to FC (fully connected layer), through softmax activation 

function class is predicted and bounding box is predicted with regressor (Hui). 

However, the difference between R-CNN and Fast R-CNN is that R-CNN has to 

do feature extraction again and again for the proposed region, while Fast R-CNN 

is extracting features at once through the backbone network. On the other hand, 

R-CNN used SVM (support vector machine) to predict the class of the object, 

Fast R-CNN used softmax activation function to predict the class of the 

object(Hui). 

 

 

Figure 4: Faster R-CNN Methodology Architecture 

 

 

The comparative R-CNN family ties Faster R-CNN gains a much larger speed, with 

Faster R-CNN (figure: 4) scanning an image directly through its backbone network to 

create a feature map and from that feature map, region is proposed through RPN (region 

proposal network). Where R-CNN has to do feature extraction again and again for region 

proposes and Fast R-CNN proposes region by scanning from direct image. 
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3.5.2 Region Proposal Network:  

 

 

 

Figure 5: Region Proposal Architecture 

 

This is the architecture of an RPN (region proposal network) (figure: 5), RPN first filters 

the feature map. The 3x3 filter is used to scan the entire feature map and send it to 

different networks. Finally, the final layer (256 dense layer) is transferred to FC (fully 

connected layer). Predicts the objectness from FC (fully connected layer) and also 

predicts what the bounding box will look like. In short, when 3x3 is filtered, if there is an 

object in that place, it is defined as 1 and if not, it is defined as 0. 

3.5.3 ROI Pooling 

 

 

Figure 6: ROI Pooling 
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If we go into detail about it, let's say it is an 8x8 pixel feature map in figure 6. Now RPN 

scans every point of this feature map with a specific size filter. This is called an anchor 

box, the size of this anchor box can be whatever we want but it depends on everyone's 

target, here it is taken as 3x3 anchor box. Each anchor box will give a different 

prediction, if there is an object here then what will be its bounding box (Hui). 

 

3.5.4 Model Summary 

 

In short, Faster R-CNN scans directly with its backbone network that creates a feature 

map and proposes a region from that map, gaining a better speed than the previous 

algorithm (fast r-cnn, rcnn). 

Finally, the rest of the process, like Fast R-CNN, through the ROI pooling layer, the 

regions of different sizes are brought to a certain size and through the FC (fully 

connected) layer predict the class and bounding box. 

Comparatively faster r-cnn is the faster algorithm than fast r-cnn for single or multiple 

object detection (Khandelwal).  

 

Torch version 1.7.1 has been used in this paper. Through the xml parser the whole data is 

made into a data frame, where each image ID, class name, size of bounding, xml path and 

image path are given. Data is processed according to image name and label and 

dictionary is created according to image label key. ResNet50 has been taken as the 

backbone of the model, it scans the image directly and creates a feature map. SGD hyper 

parameter has been taken as an optimizer for model train, where learning rate 0.0001, 
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momentum 0.9 and weight_decay 0.0005 have been taken. Fifty epochs have been run 

with 4000+ data in this model, 100 iterations have been taken in one loop and step size 

five has been taken and another detection threshold 0.70 has been taken.  

 

3.6 Mask R-CNN (Mask Regional Convolutional Neural Network) 

 

Figure 7: Mask R-CNN Methodology Architecture 

 

 

Faster RCNN's extension is Mask RCNN (Odemakinde) (figure: 7). Mask R-CNN and 

two stage detection, like Faster R-CNN. There is not much difference with Faster R-

CNN, but when the ROI pooling layer is sent to the FC (fully connected layer) for 

classifiers after creating the same size feature map, then FC predicts the bounding box 

and object class and also Mask in this time. Faster R-CNN did not have instance 

segmentation, but Mask R-CNN had instance segmentation. And Mask R-CNN uses FPN 

(feature pyramid network) in the backbone network, but even if you don't, you should 

only use ResNet 50, ResNet101 as backbone. In the top-bottom approach of FPN, a 

feature map is created from each layer and we get different sizes of the same object and 

different sized objects can be easily predicted. That's why it is possible to extract many 

more feature extraction by using FPN than ResNet. 
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 3.6.1 Model Summary:  

 

As mentioned earlier, there is not much difference between Faster r-cnn and Mask r-cnn. 

In a nutshell, it was previously classified through softmax and the bounding box was 

predicted through a regressor. In mask r-cnn the mask is predicting the object, which 

means there is instance segmentation. The feature pyramid network is used as a backbone 

network (Zhang), but it is not mandatory, although FPN has been discussed before. 

The model train is preceded by nvidia-smi, nvidia-smi has the advantage of setting up or 

managing multiple GPUs (Kaul). In this paper tensorflow version 1.0 has been taken and 

coco's weight file (h5) has been taken. The model has taken ResNet101 as the backbone 

network, 300 as step per loop. With the help of coco's weight file, hundred epochs have 

been run with 4027 datasets in this model. 

 

3.7 Yolo (You Only Look Once) 

  

The Yolo algorithm is the fastest algorithm for object detection in computer vision 

(Karimi). Yolo's full form is 'You Only Look Once'. R-CNN, Fast R-CNN, Faster R-

CNN, Mask R-CNN All these algorithms have two stages. In the 1st stage the feature is 

extracted and in the next stage the class and bounding box is predicted. Therefore, with 

the help of the Yolo algorithm, objects can be detected very quickly whether Yolo is a 

first stage detection algorithm (Bandyopadhyay). If we think of the previous algorithms 

(R-CNN, Fast R-CNN, Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN) or the Neural Network, then in the 

case of these algorithms the image is defined by 0, 1 for classification. Where 1 means 

the presence of the object and 0 means the absence of the object (figure: 8). And if we 
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think about the object localization of these algorithms, then the bounding box also 

predicts the image classification. 

 
 

Figure 8: Object Identification 

 

 3.7.1 Yolo’s Object Localization: 

 

The way of identifying the location of the object and with the classification of the Yolo 

algorithm (figure: 9). 
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Figure 9: Object Localization 

 

 

If we talk about the figure in detail the way Yolo algorithm identifies objects location and 

classify. 

Here (Pc = probability of class) (figure: 9) whether the class of an object exists, if any, it 

is defined by 1. Here B(xmin) and B(ymin) are the coordinate of the center of an object, 

which defines the circle of the center of the object. B (xmax) and B (ymax) are the height 

and width of the bounding box of an object. Since an object exists in the figure and it is a 

car so 1 has been defined in place of car class on the other hand there is no other object 

truck in the figure so 0 has been defined in place of that class (Karimi). 

Now if a truck is in the figure as an object then what will be the class and binding box. 
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Figure 10: Object Localization(Another Example) 

 

 

If we compare its figure 10 with the previous figure 9, only the truck class will be defined 

as 1 and the other car class will be 0. If there are multiple objects in the Yolo algorithm, 

then define the objects 0, 1, 2, 3 in the txt (annotation) file in an image in this way. 

 

3.7.2 Yolo’s Circle in Bounding Box: 

 

In the Yolo algorithm, each object has a specific circle in the bounding box and the class 

predicts by pointing to that circle (Karimi). But the difference is that in the case of 

multiple objects, what would happen if the circle in the center of another object came 

within the bounding box of one object? It can be shown through a figure. 
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Figure 11: Object Overlapping 

 

 

 

In the first position in this figure 11, the bounding box of two objects has overlapped and 

the circle of one bounding box has come within the circle of another bounding box circle. 

This means that a circle of two objects has entered into one bounding box, in this case it 

is called anchor box and since it is two objects it is called two anchor box (Understanding 

YOLO and YOLOv2, 2019). The position of second will also be the same here, so Yolo 

algorithm concatenates in case of such overlap objects (Kathuria, n.d.).  
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Figure 12: Object Concatenation 

 

 

In the figure 12 two objects are overlapped, the circle of two objects is very close. The 

Yolo algorithm concatenates to predict the class and bounding boxes of two objects 

(Kathuria, n.d.).  

 

 
 

Figure 13: CNN Architecture 
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Finally, the Yolo algorithm uses convolutional neural networks (figure: 13) to predict the 

class and bounding boxes of an object. We already know about CNN, feature extraction 

is done through CNN and takes max value when creating feature map. 

 

 

3.7.3 Yolo V5 Road Map: 

 

Yolo v5 is used in this paper, the process with its architecture is as follows: 

 

 

Figure 14: Yolo V5 Architecture 

 

 

The Yolo family models are made up of three important blocks (figure: 14). In the 

backbone, for feature extraction from images made up of cross-stage partial networks, it 

uses CSPDarknet as that of the backbone. In the Neck part, PANet uses it to create an 
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FPN (feature pyramid network) so that it can perform on the whole of the feature as well 

as pass it to the head for prediction. And last one, for object detection, it contains layers 

that create predictions from anchor boxes (Luo et al., n.d.). 

 

3.7.4 Model Summary:  

 

A brief overview of the Yolo algorithm is that the Yolo algorithm is a one stage detection 

algorithm while the Faster r-cnn and Mask r-cnn are two stage detection algorithms 

(Bandyopadhyay). The feature map is created through the Convolutional Neural Network 

and then the class and bounding box prediction. Here first (Pc) probability of class 

whether there is an object in the picture and then bounding box prediction. However, in 

the case of multiple objects, if the circle point of two objects is in one bounding box, then 

the Yolo algorithm concatenates the values of the two objects. 

 

Nvidia-smi has also been used in this model. wandb has been installed for TensorBoard. 

After the model train we can see the prediction including the result, train loss, validation 

loss (Agarwal et al.). 

A yaml file was taken during this model train, where the location of the train dataset and 

the location of the validation dataset are given and the class of the object is defined. For 

the yolo algorithm, yolov5s.pt has been taken as weight file and batch size has been taken 

as two whether hundred epochs have been run. 

After that two files are available after the model train, the best.pt file is for object 

detection and the last.pt file is again for the model train. 
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3.8 The Loss function of the Models 

3.8.1 Faster R-CNN 

 

L = Lcls + Lbox 

 

Equation 1: Faster R-CNN Loss 

 

Methodology part discusses Region Proposal Network, proposes regions through RPN 

from feature map and this RPN can be optimized through multi task loss function (Weng, 

2017). This loss function consists of the classification loss and regression loss (Equation: 

1) of the object (Ananth, 2019). 

L ({pi}, {t*
i}) = 1 ÷ Ncls  ∑ⅈ  Lcls(pi, pi

*) + 
𝛌

𝐍𝐫𝐞𝐠 
 ∑ⅈ  pi

*  ⋅ Lreg(ti−ti∗)  

 

Equation 2: Faster R-CNN Loss 

 

In this loss function equation (Equation: 2), pi is the predicted probability of the anchor 

where (i) is an object. Where (i) is an object and (pi*) is the anchor's ground truth label, 

(Lcls) is the log loss function of two classes whether a sample is a target object or not on 

the other hand (Lreg) is the regression loss.  

(Ncls) This is a normalization term which is the size of a mini-batch (~256), (ti) represents 

the predicted four parameterized coordinates, whereas (t*
i) represents the ground truth 

coordinates. And (Nreg) is a normalization term of regression. Finally the balance 

parameter (𝜆) is set to 10 in the paper (Weng, 2017). 
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3.8.2 Mask R-CNN: 

 

In this paper discusses the Mask R-CNN in the Methodology part, that the processes of 

the Mask R-CNN are similar to those of the Faster R-CNN, but here the mask is 

predicted with the class and bounding box, which means instance segmentation. There is 

also talk of FPN (feature pyramid network) (Hui, n.d.) as a backbone network although it 

is not mandatory because ResNet50, RestNet101 extract features very fast and efficiently 

(ResNet (34, 50, 101): Residual CNNs for Image Classification Tasks, 2019).  

ResNet101 has been used as a backbone network in this paper and it extracts features 

very quickly through pooling layers and also this is a large network. 

However, the initial loss function of this model is as follows 

 

L = Lcls + Lbox + Lmask   

Equation 3: Mask R-CNN Loss 

Loss = Classification Loss + Bounding Box Regression Loss + Mask Loss 

 

From this equation (Equation: 3) it can be said that where Lcls and Lbox are the same as 

the Faster R-CNN method. The mask branch is responsible for generating the mask 

dimension (m x m) for each RoI pooling layer and class.  And K is the number of classes 

now let's say k has a binary mask, that is the mask is made up of 1s in the segmented 

target object and 0s everywhere else. 
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3.8.3 Yolo V5: 

 

The loss function in the Yolo algorithm can be divided into three parts, the first part is to 

find the coordinate of the bounding box, the second part is to predict the score of the 

bounding box and the other part is to predict the class score of the object. Those parts are 

MSE (mean square error) losses caused by modulated IoU scores between the ground 

truth and prediction. 

The three parts of the Yolo algorithm have the following loss functions: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Equation 4: Yolo Loss Value Equation 

 

In this loss function (Equation: 4), (1i
obj) refers to the presence of an object in cell (i) and 

(1ij
obj) refers to (jth) The object in cell (i) is predicted using the th bounding box. 

The regularisation parameters (λcoord) and (λnoobj) are necessary for the loss function to be 

balanced. 

The loss corresponding with predicted bounding box location coordinates (x, y) is 

computed in the first part (Equation: 4) and the ground truth data in the training set has 

→ Bounding Box 
Coord 

→ Confidence 

→ Classification 
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bounding box coordinates of (�̂�, �̂�). In the Yolo algorithm (λcoord) the value is taken to be 

5.0 and Whether a mistake occurs, it indicates a constant that increases the penalty. 

The number of bounding boxes in the grid is given by B, while the number of cells in the 

grid is given by S2. 

In the second part (Equation: 4), (C) represents the level of confidence and the predicted 

bounding box with ground truth box's IOU is (�̂�). In this model (λnoobj) the value is taken 

to be 0.5 and when there is no object, it is utilized to make the loser less concerned about 

confidence.  

 

In the last part (Equation: 4), for classification, this loss is the sum of squared error loss. 

In the term (1i
obj), when there is an object on a cell then its 1 and when there isn't, it's 0 

(Zafar et al., 2018, #). 
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Chapter - 4 

Result Analysis and Discussion 

4.1 The Loss values of the Models:  

4.1.1 Faster R-CNN: 

In this paper model loss, classifier loss, bounding box regression loss, loss objectness, 

RPN box regression loss has been found out through that equation where 100 iterations 

were run in each epoch with 4000+ data. And ResNet50 has been used as a backbone 

network with fifty epochs in this paper, it scans the image directly and creates a feature 

map.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Faster R-CNN Loss Values 
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Table 1: Faster R-CNN Loss Values Table 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Faster R-CNN Classifier Loss Values 
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Figure 17: Faster R-CNN Bounding Box Regression Loss Values 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Faster R-CNN Objectness Loss Values 
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Figure 19: Faster R-CNN RPN Regression Loss Values 

 

 

 

4.1.2 Mask R-CNN: 

In this paper, train loss and validation loss has been found out through the loss function 

of Mask R-CNN with 4000+ data and 10 classes. Where ResNet101 has been used as a 

backbone network, the learning rate was 0.001 and 300 steps have been taken per epoch 

and hundred epochs have been run. In this paper, coco's weight file has been taken as 

weight file'. 
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Figure 20: Mask R-CNN Loss Values 

 

 

 
 

Table 2: Mask R-CNN Loss Values Table 
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4.1.3 Yolo V5: 

In this paper, object loss, class loss, bounding box loss has been found out through that 

equation with 4000+ data. During the model train a (. yaml) file is created, where the 

names of the classes are defined, including the location of the image and the location of 

the label. yolo5s.pt has been taken as a weight file for yolo v5, image size is 650 pixels 

and batch size is two. After the model train, two weight files are available, best.pt and 

last.pt. The object is detected by the best.pt weight file and the model is pre trained 

through the last.pt weight file.  

The loss values after the model train with yolo5s.pt weight file are as follows: 
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Table 3: Yolo V5 Train Loss 

Values Table 

Figure 21: Yolo V5 Train 

Object Loss Values 

Figure 22: Yolo V5 Train Class 

Loss Values 

Figure 23: Yolo V5 Train Bounding 

Box Loss Values 
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Therefore, if we look at the loss values (table: 1) of the Faster R-CNN algorithm among 

the losses of that algorithm, then the loss values of the validation here gradually decrease 

(figure: 15). However, since the epoch thirteen, the validation loss value was gradually 

the same, on the other hand, the train loss value was also the same, although there was a 

slight rise and fall so the prediction was good. The table 1 table shows that while the train 

classifier continued to decline, in the case of validation, the values were fluctuating 

(figure: 16) after a few loops. Again in the case of bounding box regression loss (figure: 

Table 4: Yolo V5 Validation Loss Values 

Table 

Figure 24: Yolo V5 Validation 

Class Loss Values 

Figure 25: Yolo V5 Validation 

Bounding Box Loss Values 

Figure 26: Yolo V5 Validation 

Object Loss Values 
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17) it is seen that the validation loss is continuously decreasing and the train loss is up 

and down (some values were repeated). If we look at the values of the loss object from 

the table (table: 1), in the case of trains some of the values are held after a few loops 

(figure: 18) but in the case of validation the values were in a flow (after thirteen loops) 

though. As seen in the case of bounding box regression validation (figure: 19 and   table: 

1), where the values were same after a while but the values of the train were in flow. 

Where ResNet50 as backbone network and stochastic gradient descent as optimizer. 

 

In the Mask R-CNN, here ResNet101 network is much though the larger network, as 

discussed in the Methodology part on the other hand Per epoch has taken 300 iterations. 

Looking at the loss value table (table: 2), it can be seen that the train values were 

gradually decreasing but the validation loss values were rising and falling (figure: 20). 

The mean average precision result was better than other algorithms and the detection 

score was good from other algorithms but sometimes object predictions are missing 

compared to other methods. 

 

From the loss values (figure: 21 – 23 and table: 3) in the Yolo v5 algorithm, it can be 

seen that the train (figure: 21 – 23 and table: 3) class loss, bounding box loss, object loss 

was gradually decreasing and also in the case of validation data (figure: 24 – 26 and 

table: 4). However, since there are multiple objects in the dataset, mean value is 

comparatively less than other algorithms. Because the same object will not exist in a 

picture, but the object prediction is better than other algorithms. Detection scores, on the 

other hand, are relatively lower than other algorithms. 
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4.2 Prediction of the Models 

Now the prediction of those models is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27: Faster R-CNN Prediction 

Figure 28: Mask R-CNN Prediction 
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The prediction capability of the three algorithms shows that the faster r-cnn and yolo v5 

algorithms are able to predict the objects very well.  Since there are many similarities 

between Mask R-CNN and Faster R-CNN as stated in the Methodology part and 

Predicting Mask during Prediction in Mask R-CNN, it means that there is a matter of 

instance segmentation which is given in figures (27 - 28 and 30). However, in the mask r-

cnn algorithm, there is some missing in multiple object predictions, but the main reason is 

the rise and fall of validation loss in the mask r-cnn method where the train losses had to 

be gradually reduced. 

 

Figure 29: Mask R-CNN Load Mask on the images 

Figure 30: Yolo V5 Prediction 
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4.3 Detection Score of the Models 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31: Mask R-CNN Detection Score 

Figure 32: Yolo V5 Detection Score 
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Detection scores are comparatively faster r-cnn and mask r-cnn similar (figure: 31), but in 

the case of the yolo algorithm the detection score (figure: 32) is comparatively lower than 

other algorithms. The detection score given by mask r-cnn method is car-95% -99%, 

microbus- 90% -95%, motorcycle- 89% -95%, taxi-87% -94% and rickshaw - 80%-95% 

whereas detection score given by yolo method is comparatively less.  

In this paper the data has been model run with about 4000+ approximately, there were ten 

types of classes. In general, a data check will show that multiple objects exist, and more 

importantly, that the same class of the same number does not exist in the same image. For 

this reason, the detection score of an object in a multiple object based picture is quite 

different depending on the model. 

 

Now if we look at the Yolo v5 architecture (figure: 14), CSPDarknet is used as the 

backbone network in yolo v5. CSPDarknet is very fast and this backbone uses yolo v4 

and yolo v5 (Solawetz, 2020). The CSP2 structure built by CSPnet is utilized to increase 

the capability of network feature integration in Yolo 5's Neck structure on other hand 

through the neck, PANet creates the FPN, measures the performance of the aggregation 

of the feature, and then sends it to the HEAD for prediction. Finally, HEAD has layers 

which are predicted from the anchor box and from here the detection score is obtained 

(Luo et al., n.d.). 

4.4 Confusion Matrix 

Confusion Matrix have been used in this paper for experiments. Accuracy, recall, or 

sensitivity, specificity, precision, F-score, ROC curve, log loss, and other metrics are 

used to evaluate the performance of classification algorithms (Srivastava, 2019). Mean 
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Average Precision is very important for object detection in computer vision at present. 

Defines the location of the object through localization and the class of the object through 

the classification that was discussed earlier (Yohanandan, 2020). 

Through this metric we have found the mean average precision value for those methods. 

 

True positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN) are 

the four parameters used in this evaluation procedure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So first of all the parameters are defined according to that table (table: 5): 

● Positives that are true (TP) - Predicted a positive outcome, which turned out to be 

correct (Hui, n.d.). 

● Negatives that are true(TN) - Predicted a negative outcome, which turned out to 

be incorrect. 

● Positives that aren't true(FP) - It was predicted to be positive, but it turned out to 

be incorrect. 

● Negatives that aren't true(FN) - It was unable to predict a thing that was already 

present. 

 

Table 5: Confusion Metrics Table 
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Then the formula of Precision:  

 

Precision: Precision is a measure that evaluates the accuracy of your predictions. 

That determines how many of our model's predictions were accurate (Hui, n.d.). In short, 

how many of our predictions were correct? 

 

Precision:  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑃
 

Precision:  
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
 

This term seems to be - 

Precision:   
|{𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠} ∩{𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠}|

{𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠}
 

 

Recall: Recall is defined as the percentage of accurately predicted positive observations 

to the total number of observations in the actual class-yes (B, 2019).  

 

Recall:  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
 

Recall:  
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
 

This term seems to be - 

Recall: 
|{𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠} ∩{𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠}|

{𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠}
 

F1 score: The weighted average of precision and Recall is the F1 score. On the other 

hand, F score is called F1 score, F1-Measure generates a single score that combines 
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precision and recall issues into a single value. As a result, both false positives and false 

negatives are considered in this score (Joshi, 2016). 

F1- score:  2 . 
(𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑥 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)

(𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)
 

If we talk about AP (average precision), The AP is an approach to reducing or 

summarizing the precision-recall curve to a single number that represents the average of 

all precisions (Gad, n.d.).  

The difference between both the current and the next recalls is computed and then 

compounded by the current precision using a loop that passes over all precisions/recalls.  

And finally we need to calculate mean average precision, actually, in the maP calculate 

the AP for each class first. The mAP represents the average of all APs for all classes. 

4.5 Confusion Matrix Result of the Models 

We differentiate between actual value and predicted value to find out mean precision, 

mean average recall and f1 score. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 33: Confusion Metrics with Line Graph Result (map, maR, F1-score) 
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Figure 34: Confusion Metrics Result with bar graph (map, maR, F1-score) 

Figure 35: Confusion Metrics and F1 curve of Yolo V5 
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4.6 Validation Loss Values of the Models 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have run the code of three methods using colab pro, colab pro gives more gpu with 

more ram and more memory. Usually Colab offers 12 GB of RAM and 12 hours of 

runtime although it is free version but on Colab Pro gives RAM is 25 GB and runtime is 

24 hours (Kim, 2020). 

Table 6: Confusion Metrics Result Table (map, maR, F1-score) 

Figure 36: Validation Loss of the Models 
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From the table above (table: 6), to evaluate the performance of our proposed models, they 

are compared using Confusion Matrix using the same dataset. The models have been 

trained with about 4000+ data, where two types of annotations exist. In this paper, both 

Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN models have been trained with xml file (annotation). 

The names of the object classes are defined in the xml file along with the values of the 

bounding box but the Yolo algorithm model has been trained with txt file (annotation) 

and the classes in txt file are defined with 0, 1, 2 . 

 

However, we have compared the models by showing the Confusion Matrix (mean 

average precision, recall and f1 score) of the models through a line graph (figure: 33) and 

bar graph (figure: 34) and also comparing the loss value of the models through a pie chart 

(figure: 36). Here we have taken the values of Mean Average Precision as 0.50 in IoU 

(Intersection over union) for those models. Where mean average precision value is found 

as intersection over union (IoU) 0.5.  

 

 

If we first compare the mean average precision values from that table (table: 6), the mean 

average precision, recall and f1-score value of Mask R-CNN was higher than the other 

models. If we look at figure 35, we can see that the level for all classes in F1_curve was 

0.73. In Mask R-CNN's Mean Average Precision value is 82%, Mean Average Recall 

value is 92% and F1-score value is 87%. Meanwhile, the mean average precision, recall 

and f1-score value of Faster R-CNN is higher than that of Yolo v5, whereas Faster R-

CNN F1-score value is 77% and Yolo v5 is 73%. However, in the faster r-cnn method, 
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the values of Confusion Matrix were the same after epoch thirteen as well as the loss 

values were the same after epoch thirteen. 

If we compare the loss function of the models from the figure (figure: 36) above, the loss 

value of Mask R-CNN is comparatively higher than the loss value of other models. 

However, the Mask R-CNN had a higher detection score and mean average precision 

than the other models, and Mask R-CNN uses a powerful backbone network 

(ResNet101), which helps to extract features very quickly. 
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Chapter - 5 

Conclusion and Recommendation   

5.1 Findings and Contribution 

 

The purpose of this paper is to find out which method gives better performance for 

vehicle detection and classification. We have collected street videos from different 

countries including Bangladesh. Each street video is framed (as a picture) at 3-4 second 

intervals. Ten classes are defined in annotations. We have taken more than four thousand 

pictures as a dataset, of which 3200+ pictures have been used for trains and 800+ pictures 

have been used for tests. Then we fit the data with Mask R-CNN, Faster R-CNN and 

Yolo V5 models. 

 

We have evaluated the Confusion Matrix for the performance measure of the models. 

Find out the F1 score, Average Precision, Average Recall values through Confusion 

Matrix and compare them with their values. Confusion Matrix prove that the Mask R-

CNN gives better performance from the table (table: 6) and also the classification result 

with prediction compared to other models. 

 

Vehicle detection and classification is done using the Deep Learning Technique, due to 

which various types of security cameras (AI camera) or drone camera on the road can 

help in vehicle detection (Wisenet AI : Hanwha Techwin - Security Global Leader, n.d.). 
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We have compared the three computer vision based methods using the same dataset 

in this paper. The vehicle dataset is unavailable while on the road but we have created 

annotations for about 4000+ images which will help in future work in this field. 

 

We will increase our dataset in the future so that our models gain better performance with 

better detection results and at the same time we will find out the Confusion Matrix value 

of each class through the dataset. 

5.2 Limitation 

There are some limitations to this paper. The datasets that we have collected in this paper 

contain multiple category objects. Same category objects do not exist in an image, so the 

value of Confusion Matrix varies depending on the category. However, if there is a single 

object in each picture, it is unlikely to happen. 

5.3 Recommendation for Future Works 

We have detected objects from pictures in this paper through some deep learning 

methods and compared the performance of the methods through Confusion Matrix.  

However, In the future we will work with autonomous vehicles using this computer 

vision methodology and predict the distance from one vehicle to another. 
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Equation  41 Abstract 

Vehicle detection and classification using deep learning methods has been found out in this paper.  

In the area of highway management, vehicle detection and classification are becoming more 

significant currently. Vehicle Detection and Classification based on Multiple Deep Learning Methods 

has been found in this paper, multiple classes and multiple methods have been used on this topic in 

very less research paper. In fact, there are different types of vehicles, such as cars, microbuses, 

jeeps, pickups, buses, trucks, taxis, vans, rickshaws, etc. Multiple vehicles have different shapes 

and sizes (bounding boxes) so it is very difficult to detect this multiple class, in this paper multiple 

classes of vehicle have been used. We have used three of the deep learning methods in this paper, 

method performance, detection ability and object classification has been compared with those 

methods. The three deep learning methods we have proposed are Mask R-CNN, Faster R-CNN and 

Yolo V5 method. Here ResNet50 is used as backbone in Faster R-CNN method and ResNet101 is 

used as backbone in Mask R-CNN method, where Mask R-CNN and Faster R-CNN methods are 

included in CNN family ties. Though the Mask R- CNN is the extension of Faster R-CNN. We evaluate 

our models' performance through Confusion Matrix. The methods of F1 score, mean average recall 

and mean average precision have been found out through the Confusion Matrix, the methods have 

been compared with those values. From that value it is evident that Mask R-CNN gives better 

performance than other methods. We see from the table (table: 6) that the following values are 

obtained using Confusion Matrix from Mask R-CNN method F1 score - 87%, mean average recall- 

92% and mean average precision - 82%. So The Mask R-CNN's detection score is higher than other 

models, so the Mask R-CNN's detection ability and classification is better than other models. There 

will be a lot of cooperation in vehicle detection and prediction for self-driving cars or various robotic 

cars through this work. Keywords: Deep learning, Mask R-CNN, Faster R-CNN, Yolo V5, Computer 

Vision. Chapter - 1 Introduction 1.1 Problem Outline Computer vision based methods play a vital 

role for object detection (Gandhi, n.d.). Vehicle detection is a very important approach, especially in 

the case of traffic surveillance or gate monitoring. At the root of this is the violation of traffic laws, it 

is now seen every day. Due to the traffic jam, choosing another route to the destination without 

following the traffic laws. It is also against the law to drive on the wrong side of the road. However, 

in this case, vehicle detection is an important process for vision based applications and through 

which it is possible to detect any class of vehicle very easily. To find the location of each object 

(class) you need to find out the value of the bounding box of that object. But detection can be a bit 

challenging, except in bad weather or in the shadow of a vehicle, or at night when there is less light 

on the object. Since the size of each class is different, it is difficult to classify by detecting the 

objects(classes). Because the size of the bound box of each object (class wise) is different, it is 

quite challenging to predict the bounding box according to the location of those objects. After 

extracting the feature through convolutional neural network and proposing a region on it and 

sending it to FC (fully connected layer), the bounding box of the object is predicted through a 

regressor (Hui, n.d.). However, multiple objects(classes) of vehicles have been taken in this paper, 

the size of each class is different. In the case of multiple objects in an image, each region is sent to 

CNN and then the feature is extracted in the R-CNN process, so that process is subject to extra time 

in the case of multiple objects (Hui, n.d.). However, backbone (CNN) is used in Faster R-CNN and 
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Mask R- CNN, so there is no need to propose regions separately. Cnn family ties and Yolo family ties 

are part of the computer vision method (Singh, 2021). In this paper, we have worked with the 

Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN methodology in the CNN family, on the other hand we have worked 

with Yolo V5 in the Yolo family. The algorithm has also been used for vehicle detection with direction 

score and classification and we compare which algorithm works better. 1.2 Motivation of the 

Research First of all, we worked for object recognition with the Convolutional Neural Network. But 

this is a lengthy process and took a huge time to feature extraction. Then we worked region based 

convolutional neural networks but again it took a huge time to multiple regions. And found less 

research on this area through Deep learning methods. Then we started working with mask r-cnn  

and motivated different deep learning methods to propose a better model by creating my own 

dataset. 1.3 Problem Statement of the Research We have seen some research on object detection 

before. However, we have seen very less research on this topic, who have worked with multiple  

deep learning methods. Single Deep Learning Methodology has been used in some Object Detection 

Research Papers. Some papers use faster r-cnn while others use mask r-cnn or Yolo. However, this 

topic has been worked on with R-CNN before, but less with multiple methods. We have also  

collected vehicle data from other countries including Bangladesh. We have used Mask R-CNN, Faster 

R-CNN and Yolo V5 methodology using the same dataset, and compare between them which 

algorithm works better through Confusion Matrix. The algorithm has been compared to be able to 

detect and classify vehicles well and the dataset consists of ten classes namely cars, microbuses, 

motorcycles, jeeps, trucks, pickups, buses, taxis, vans and rickshaws. 1.4 Research Questions The 

question in this research was, ● Which methodology can better detect and classify a vehicle? ● Have 

all the methodologies been able to predict the ten classes well? ● Whether the loss value was 

continuously downward and which methods give better results through Confusion Matrix? 1.5 

Research Objectives The objective of this research is to find a better model for vehicle detection by 

building its own dataset. P a g e 11 | 72 1.6 Research Scope In this study, we used multiple deep 

learning methods for vehicle detection. And we compared Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN and Yolo V5 

and tried to find out which algorithm performs better and classify the vehicles in ten categories. 

1.7 Research Design In the next chapter, we have covered more studies, along with research gaps, 

findings and results on that topic. Our proposed methodology is covered in Chapter Three. We have 

discussed the results and analysis in Chapter Four. Finally, in Chapter Five, we discuss observations, 

suggestions, limitations, and future work. P a g e 12 | 72 Chapter - 2 Literature Review In the case 

of multi-objects, the size of each object is different, according to the authors [1], the vehicle size 

and background are imbalanced. The efficiency of vehicle detection is enhanced, but Author has 

used a multiscale method to increase the performance of vehicle detection. In this paper they 

propose multi scale vehicle detection through advanced yolo v2. Their main contribution was RK- 

means ++ which was proposed to achieve vehicle orientation or multi-scale detection. The second is 

to introduce Focal Loss yolo v2 for vehicle detection to reduce the negative impact. They also use 

the Faster R-CNN and Yolo V3 methods and their mean average precision values are compared 

through a table. They use Yolo V3 and Yolo V2 as multi-scale methods in another table and their 

mean average precision is compared. Their multi-scale methods Yolo V2 gain good performance 

according to the results of Confusion Matrix and can detect vehicles of different sizes. With their 

focal loss, the Yolo V2 gains a mean average precision value of 98.30%. Authors used the 

Yolov2_vehicle [2] method for multiple object detection or class identification. They have used the 

k-means ++ clustering algorithm for clustering. They have calculated the vehicle detection, vehicle 

length, width and detection score on different scales. They adopted multi-layer fusion to enhance 

feature extraction capability. By doing this they removed the higher layer in the convolution layer. 

However, the results of their Confusion Matrix were good. P a g e 13 | 72 In the end, they reached 

94.7% through this method and this proves that this method gives good performance for vehicle 

detection. In this paper [3], Author used multiple methods using Kitti datasets. Their main 

contribution was to compare the results of precision, recall and f1 score of Confusion Matrix through 

five algorithms. They published the results in a table and compared the detection score to the status 

of the dataset. According to their results, the Region based fully connected layer had high Accuracy, 

Low Sensitivity and high Specificity respectively. They reach 81.24% through the R- FCN method 

and this method works better than other methods. Author has used subclasses for vehicle detection 

[4]. They proposed the R-CNN method on paper, they used transfer learning for the detection 

comparator. However, they have observed the data in different ways, such as comparing their 

detection scores with some data in the morning, some data in the afternoon sunlight and some data 

at night. Their table shows the competition of R-CNN with transfer learning, first they have average 

precision 57.08% (one class) and average precision 36.31% (four class) excluding transfer learning. 

Where average precision including transfer learning is 88.89% (one class) and average precision is 

90.08% (four class). Focus on their limitations, however, as multiple classes come within the 

bounding box of one object and within the bounding box of another. In the R-CNN method,  

however, a region from a picture is sent to CNN, then the classification and bounding box is 

predicted (Hui, n.d.). However, in this case the Yolo algorithm concatenates two objects with overlap 

(Kathuria, n.d.). They showed cucumber fruit detection and precision, recall, F1 score value through 

comparison between three models (Mask R-CNN, Faster R-CNN, Yolo) and they used resnet101 for 

backbone with feature pyramid network [5]. On the other hand, they used improved Mask R- CNN 

and they got good performance using test images. Whether improved Mask R-CNN achieved F1 

score value 89.47%. Their average elapsed time of improved Mask RCNN is 0.3461 s. Actually, 

backbone is very important for precision value so they used ResNet101 and in ResNet101 has more 

convolution layer and adopts network structure than other backbones like ResNet50 or Google Net 
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etc [6]. Their improved mask r-cnn model was trained and tested on tensorflow and initially learning 

rate 0.001, batch size was 32 threshold value 0.7 but most of the researchers holding a value of 

0.6. In fact, Mask R-CNN, Faster R-CNN are two stage object detection processes but the Yolo  

model is one stage object detection process and relatively fast although they already mentioned 

their paper. They have trained and tested the images by resizing 418 x 418. The weight decay is 

0.0005 and their total iteration is 10,000. Finally, they showed the precision, recall values of all the 

models through a table where the values of the improved Mask R-CNN values (precision- 90.68%, 

recall-88.29%, F1-89.47%) are higher than the other models and the detection capability is also 

better. The two-stage Faster RCNN structure is the major reason for the slowness. However 

improved Mask RCNN has a greater location accuracy than not only Faster RCNN, YOLO V2 and 

YOLO V3, but also original Mask RCNN. The main purpose of this paper [6] is to highlight the 

problem of traffic signal control in a simple way, with accurate results and low cost. They used 3200 

different categories of vehicle images for training. They have achieved detection average accuracy  

of more than 80% for Mask R-CNN and Faster R-CNN models. They gave the precision, recall, mean 

average precision, accuracy value of the models through two tables, respectively Faster R-CNN- 

99%(PRC), 76.90%(RCL), 76%(ACC) and 76.30%(mAP) Mask R- CNN - 98.70%(PRC), 75.77% 

(RCL), 74.30%(ACC) and 74.30%(mAP). The results of the detection and counting performance 

studies, as well as the error assessments, show that their Faster R-CNN is better than the other two 

, particularly for low-processing GPU training and with a high-power GPU. They have taken iteration 

for three models respectively, Faster R-CNN - 41837, Mask R-CNN - 53130 and ResNet50 - 49102. 

They took images of 640 vehicle images as test images for the Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN 

models. To check for improvements in error, they utilized various loss functions, including SVM and 

softmax Classifier, as well as batch normalization. The results of the detection and counting 

performance studies, as well as the error assessments, show that their Faster R-CNN is better than 

the other two, particularly for low-processing GPU training and with a high-power GPU, ResNet-50 

may have a greater number of layers. For simultaneous functioning of two traffic lights, the 

counting results were communicated to Arduino utilizing a two master and one slave setup. In this 

[7] paper the author presents a technique for generating picture data from a dataset of empty 

roads. They mentioned a data driven method for training and they used this method to remove 

vehicles from input images. Their object detection rate of the mask r-cnn was very good and the 

detection of vehicles is 98.7%. They have shown that inpainted results change by using 

morphological transformation through two figures. Where a figure without dilation fails to generate 

good results. So when they used the generated mask to do inpainting they got 93% accuracy. Mask 

R-CNN does not count the image's shadow; therefore, it ignores that aspect. Finally, after applying 

dilatation to the mask, the inpainting achieves a 96% accuracy. Main goal of this paper [8] is low 

cost with a fast solution for airplane detection at the airport. They created datasets (pictures of 

planes) through a drone. They used Mask R-CNN to detect each images and create annotation with 

labelImg. There are eighth matric results, the first challenging metric measured the AP of IOU = the 

highest values of 0.921 for the training dataset and 0.573 for the test dataset. Second AP of IOU = 

0.99 for the training and 0.955 testing dataset. Third AP of IOU = 0.99 for the training and 0.652 

testing dataset. Fourth AP of IOU = 0.875 for the training and 0.426 for testing dataset. Fifth AP of 

IOU = 0.943 for the training and 0.628 for testing dataset. Sixth AP of IOU = 0.978 for the training 

and 0.808 for testing dataset. Seventh AP of IOU = 0.434 for the training and 0.289 for testing 

dataset. Eighth AP of IOU = 0.942 for the training and 0.617 for testing dataset. So model 6  

actually exhibited the best performance based on all measures as their opinion because the sixth 

metric measured the AP for large objects that have been defined as objects which occupy areas 

larger than 962. The authors in this paper [9] has shown the comparison between the two deep 

learning algorithms of image processing (YOLO V5 and Mask RCNN) and The difference between 

detection ability and computation time is shown. The main goal of this paper is to compare the 

performance of YOLO with Mask R-CNN, which reveals Mask R-CNN to recognize tiny human figures 

among other prominent human pictures, and shows that YOLO was efficient in recognizing the 

majority of human figures in an image with greater accuracy. However, this paper compares and 

contrasts YOLO's performance with that of the deep learning approach Mask R-CNN in two areas: 

detection ability and computation time. They used 400 X 600 pixels each image size and took 500 

images for the dataset. Finally, their computation time Mask R-CNN shows 67.63215ms and Yolo  

has 5.48544ms so YOLO is a much better average computation time and also detection capability. In 

this paper a multi-stage strategy mask r-cnn fails to detect all the humans in one image but yolo 

can detect objects(human) at the very first attempt and computational time is shorter than Mask 

RCNN. In this paper [10] the authors have trained two models using a custom dataset to detect the 

object (ball & person) of detection capability of the two models and the difference in precision / 

recall of the two models after training. They also showed the difference in detection capability of the 

two models using pre-trained weights. After training those models recall value is higher up to 40% 

but precision value is low in Yolo V2 on the other hand recall value increased 8% but precision value 

decreased significantly. Finally, when they used pre-trained weights then the yolo models F1 score 

value increased from 6 to 34 percent but detection ability decreased 43%. And Mask R-CNN didn’t 

improve its recall value. On the other hand, when overlapping ball objects occur, YOLO has more 

difficulties with occlusion than Mask R-CNN. They compared the two models using the refrigerator 

color dataset. There was a comparator, one hardware platform, one training set and a set of test 

cases. Their target [11] was which of the two models could detect the fastest object from a video 

with good accuracy and from the same platform and the same image. According to the table, the 

accuracy of Mask R-CNN was good and it did not drop below 95% with detection ability better than 
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Yolo V3 where accuracy was between 42-45%. Yolo V3 fails more than 3 times although using the 

same platform and low image process speed. Despite the slow image processing speed, the Mask R- 

CNN architecture demonstrated excellent detection accuracy for each class sample on test samples. 

This work mainly involves tooth detection and semantic segmentation. The authors show that Mask 

R-CNN has a good segmentation effect in complex tooth structure. That paper [12] used PA (pixel 

accuracy) to find out the model performance result. A total of 50 epochs have been run in this work 

and 20 of them are as heads and rest are fine-tuning all layers. Total loss from work was found to  

be 0.3093. Pixel accuracy was found to be 98.4% but detection accuracy of some dental samples is 

90.1%. They also mentioned that mask r-cnn can predict the occurrence of diseases. Their target 

was how to resolve traffic accident compensation problems quickly and they proposed vehicle- 

damage-detection segmentation algorithm based on transfer learning and an improved mask 

regional convolutional neural network. Actually they [13] compared two models Mask R-CNN and 

improved Mask R-CNN. First of all, they collect vehicle damage pictures and make labels of all 

pictures. Then they were divided into train and test sets. Finally, they calculate average precision 

with Mask R-CNN and improved Mask R-CNN. P-R curve obtained using two algorithms and 

improved Mask R-CNN pretty good for both side performance and accuracy. As I can see from the 

Figure, the Mask value of the Mask RCNN is 0.75, and the AP value of the improved has higher 

applicability in the damaged area of the automobile with 0.995. The goal of this paper [14] is a 

process capable of diagnosing COVID-19 using deep learning methods on X-ray images. They used 

668x668 chest X Ray images and tried to find out the accuracy value with precision. Authors 

mentioned that Mask R-CNN method is found to be accurate and robust in the detection of COVID- 

19. They have run 100 epochs and they have compared 4 backbones using the same dataset. They 

used ResNet41, ResNet50, ResNet65 and ResNet101 and their accuracy value was 93.16%, 

96.98%, 94.35% and 95.23%. Finally, they choose ResNet50 as the backbone and run with fivefold 

cross validation. After using fivefold cross validation, they got average accuracy, specificity, 

precision, recall and F1- score values of 96.98%, 97.36%, 96.60%, 97.32% and 96.93% 

respectively. In the backbone ResNet 41 all the values are low whether the method is old. That's the 

reason I think authors apply ResNet50 in Backbone. Chapter - 3 Methodology 3.1 Data processing 

and working methods 3.1.1 Working procedure We have used Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN (CNN 

Family) and Yolo V5 methodology for this study, our work procedure is as follows: Figure 1: Working 

Procedure 3.1.2 Model Training Procedure The training procedures of our models are as follows: 

Figure 2: Model Training Procedure 3.2 Image processing Some videos have been framed through a 

converter for image processing. Depending on the size of each video, frames are taken at intervals 

of 4 to 6 seconds. Then each frame is brought to a certain size (height-650px, width-650px) 

through adobe Photoshop cc. Datasets have been created in PascalVoc for Mask R-CNN, Faster R- 

CNN and in Yolo format for the Yolo algorithm. 3.3 Data Preprocessing There are two types of 

annotations for the three algorithms. Annotations can be created in different ways such as vgg 

annotator tool, cvat, voTT, labelImg etc. (Rizzoli). It is possible to create annotations with each of 

the tools, but labelImg has been used in this paper. The reason behind using labelImg is that you 

can set annotation type in labelImg. PascalVoc (xml file), CreateML (json file), Yolo (txt file) 

annotations can be made in these formats (Iakushechkin). If we want to create an annotation using 

VGG annotator tools, all the image bounding box values are saved in a csv file. So many images 

contain all the bounding box values in one csv file. And the values of the bounding box are arranged 

sequentially (x, y, height, width) in this way (“Getting Started with VGG Image Annotator for Object 

Detection Tutorial”). Converter is required to convert this csv file to PascalVoc (xml) format so some 

extra time is spent here. The advantage of the PascalVoc (xml) format is that the value of the 

bounding box of each image object is specified and the values are sorted sequentially (xmin, ymin, 

xmax, ymax) (“Python generate xml file PASCAL VOC labeling format(Others-Community)”). The 

biggest thing is that Page 23|72 the file is created separately for each image. Similarly, Yolo (txt 

file) format can be set in labelImg, where class is defined in sequence (0, 1, 2, 3, 4 ..) for each 

object in case of multiple objects (Munawar). 3.4 Deep Learning Based Detection and Classification 

CNN was invented and used in 1980. The convolutional neural network is a class of deep neural 

networks, which is used in visual image analysis in deep learning (Mandal, 2021). CNN is a major 

division where image recognition, classification, and detection are used in these areas. CNN takes a 

picture input for a photo classification, processes it, and categorizes it into several groups. An input 

image is seen by computers as an array of pixels, with the number of pixels varying depending on 

the picture quality. Height, width, and dimensions are available based on the resolution of an image. 

CNN extracts features from a picture in the first stage and predicts the bounding box and class in 

the next stage (Prabhu, n.d.). 3.5 Faster R-CNN (Faster Regional Convolutional Neural Network) 

Faster r-cnn is a deep learning approach for object detection that is generally a pretrained CNN. 

Faster r-cnn is a multistage process, the fastest process in the region convolutional neural network 

(r-cnn). This is called the r-cnn family version, which includes fast r-cnn, respectively. Faster R-CNN 

is two stage detection. However, both methods are very slow processes and both methods use 

selective search (Hui). In selective search at the beginning it takes one individual instance for each 

pixel. Then put them in a loop and group the closest similar parts. In this way, similar parts are 

grouped and divided into several large parts in a picture at a time. The normal hypothesis is that  

the object can Page 24|72 be found by searching in those large parts of the image. Now if we think 

of those parts with the bounding box, then first the many bounding boxes in a picture are divided 

into groups and finally a few are placed in a picture. And if we search in that big bounding box, we 

can find the object. However, it is a lengthy process that used r-cnn and fast r-cnn which would take 

time like a sliding window process. 3.5.1 Family ties of Convolutional Neural Network: ● The sliding 
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window process was that each object from a picture was scanned separately through the window 

and after extracting the feature through CNN (convolutional neural network) the boundary box was 

predicted through regression and class was predicted through SVM (support vector machine). But 

later it was seen that, when there are multiple objects in one picture, it takes a lot of time to scan 

and predict each window. In case of scanning the size for each object separately, their aspect ratio 

would be distortion. Because the size of each object is different, the size of the windows would be 

distorted. Then the R-CNN method proposed a way that split the different regions in one image. And 

the rest of the process was the same as the process of sliding window (Hui). ● The region proposed 

in the R-CNN method, each of the warp regions in a picture is given to CNN one by one, then the 

feature is extracted from CNN and then class and bounding box are predicted. Finally, it was found 

that classifying images with multiple objects was quite time consuming. In the Fast R-CNN method, 

the feature extraction is done first through the Backbone Network (CNN) so that there is no need to 

extract the feature separately for each region in R-CNN (Hui). Then through selective search, Fast R- 

CNN proposes some regions from a picture and after feature extraction through CNN (Backbone 

Network) we get a feature map and finally those regions are placed on the feature map. Then the 

composite parts are sent to the ROI pooling layer, where the ROI pooling layer warps different sized 

regions, meaning that the regions are made of the same size. Figure 3: Feature Map Suppose figure 

3 is a feature map and proposes regions, now to make it 2 x 2 shape ROI pooling layer creates a 

feature map with max value. The feature maps of the same size are sent to FC (fully connected 

layer), through softmax activation function class is predicted and bounding box is predicted with 

regressor (Hui). However, the difference between R-CNN and Fast R-CNN is that R-CNN has to do 

feature extraction again and again for the proposed region, while Fast R-CNN is extracting features 

at once through the backbone network. On the other hand, R-CNN used SVM (support vector 

machine) to predict the class of the object, Fast R-CNN used softmax activation function to predict 

the class of the object(Hui). Figure 4: Faster R-CNN Methodology Architecture The comparative R- 

CNN family ties Faster R-CNN gains a much larger speed, with Faster R- CNN (figure: 4) scanning an 

image directly through its backbone network to create a feature map and from that feature map, 

region is proposed through RPN (region proposal network). Where R- CNN has to do feature 

extraction again and again for region proposes and Fast R-CNN proposes region by scanning from 

direct image. 3.5.2 Region Proposal Network: Figure 5: Region Proposal Architecture This is the 

architecture of an RPN (region proposal network) (figure: 5), RPN first filters the feature map. The 

3x3 filter is used to scan the entire feature map and send it to different networks. Finally, the final 

layer (256 dense layer) is transferred to FC (fully connected layer). Predicts the objectness from FC 

(fully connected layer) and also predicts what the bounding box will look like. In short, when 3x3 is 

filtered, if there is an object in that place, it is defined as 1 and if not, it is defined as 0. 3.5.3 ROI 

Pooling Figure 6: ROI Pooling If we go into detail about it, let's say it is an 8x8 pixel feature map in 

figure 6. Now RPN scans every point of this feature map with a specific size filter. This is called an 

anchor box, the size of this anchor box can be whatever we want but it depends on everyone's 

target, here it is taken as 3x3 anchor box. Each anchor box will give a different prediction, if there is 

an object here then what will be its bounding box (Hui). 3.5.4 Model Summary In short, Faster R- 

CNN scans directly with its backbone network that creates a feature map and proposes a region 

from that map, gaining a better speed than the previous algorithm (fast r-cnn, rcnn). Finally, the 

rest of the process, like Fast R-CNN, through the ROI pooling layer, the regions of different sizes   

are brought to a certain size and through the FC (fully connected) layer predict the class and 

bounding box. Comparatively faster r-cnn is the faster algorithm than fast r-cnn for single or 

multiple object detection (Khandelwal). Torch version 1.7.1 has been used in this paper. Through  

the xml parser the whole data is made into a data frame, where each image ID, class name, size of 

bounding, xml path and image path are given. Data is processed according to image name and label 

and dictionary is created according to image label key. ResNet50 has been taken as the backbone of 

the model, it scans the image directly and creates a feature map. SGD hyper parameter has been 

taken as an optimizer for model train, where learning rate 0.0001, momentum 0.9 and 

weight_decay 0.0005 have been taken. Fifty epochs have been run with 4000+ data in this model, 

100 iterations have been taken in one loop and step size five has been taken and another detection 

threshold 0.70 has been taken. 3.6 Mask R-CNN (Mask Regional Convolutional Neural Network) 

Figure 7: Mask R-CNN Methodology Architecture Faster RCNN's extension is Mask RCNN 

(Odemakinde) (figure: 7). Mask R-CNN and two stage detection, like Faster R-CNN. There is not 

much difference with Faster R-CNN, but when the ROI pooling layer is sent to the FC (fully 

connected layer) for classifiers after creating the same size feature map, then FC predicts the 

bounding box and object class and also Mask in this time. Faster R-CNN did not have instance 

segmentation, but Mask R-CNN had instance segmentation. And Mask R-CNN uses FPN (feature 

pyramid network) in the backbone network, but even if you don't, you should only use ResNet 50, 

ResNet101 as backbone. In the top-bottom approach of FPN, a feature map is created from each 

layer and we get different sizes of the same object and different sized objects can be easily 

predicted. That's why it is possible to extract many more feature extraction by using FPN than 

ResNet. 3.6.1 Model Summary: As mentioned earlier, there is not much difference between Faster r- 

cnn and Mask r-cnn. In a nutshell, it was previously classified through softmax and the bounding 

box was predicted through a regressor. In mask r-cnn the mask is predicting the object, which 

means there is instance segmentation. The feature pyramid network is used as a backbone network 

(Zhang), but it is not mandatory, although FPN has been discussed before. The model train is 

preceded by nvidia-smi, nvidia-smi has the advantage of setting up or managing multiple GPUs 

(Kaul). In this paper tensorflow version 1.0 has been taken and coco's weight file (h5) has been 
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taken. The model has taken ResNet101 as the backbone network, 300 as step per loop. With the 

help of coco's weight file, hundred epochs have been run with 4027 datasets in this model. 3.7 Yolo 

(You Only Look Once) The Yolo algorithm is the fastest algorithm for object detection in computer 

vision (Karimi). Yolo's full form is 'You Only Look Once'. R-CNN, Fast R-CNN, Faster R-CNN, Mask R- 

CNN All these algorithms have two stages. In the 1st stage the feature is extracted and in the next 

stage the class and bounding box is predicted. Therefore, with the help of the Yolo algorithm, 

objects can be detected very quickly whether Yolo is a first stage detection algorithm 

(Bandyopadhyay). If we think of the previous algorithms (R-CNN, Fast R-CNN, Faster R-CNN, Mask 

R-CNN) or the Neural Network, then in the case of these algorithms the image is defined by 0, 1 for 

classification. Where 1 means the presence of the object and 0 means the absence of the object 

(figure: 8). And if we think about the object localization of these algorithms, then the bounding box 

also predicts the image classification. Figure 8: Object Identification 3.7.1 Yolo’s Object Localization: 

The way of identifying the location of the object and with the classification of the Yolo algorithm 

(figure: 9). Figure 9: Object Localization If we talk about the figure in detail the way Yolo algorithm 

identifies objects location and classify. Here (Pc = probability of class) (figure: 9) whether the class 

of an object exists, if any, it is defined by 1. Here B(xmin) and B(ymin) are the coordinate of the 

center of an object, which defines the circle of the center of the object. B (xmax) and B (ymax) are 

the height and width of the bounding box of an object. Since an object exists in the figure and it is  

a car so 1 has been defined in place of car class on the other hand there is no other object truck in 

the figure so 0 has been defined in place of that class (Karimi). Now if a truck is in the figure as an 

object then what will be the class and binding box. Figure 10: Object Localization(Another Example) 

If we compare its figure 10 with the previous figure 9, only the truck class will be defined as 1 and 

the other car class will be 0. If there are multiple objects in the Yolo algorithm, then define the 

objects 0, 1, 2, 3 in the txt (annotation) file in an image in this way. 3.7.2 Yolo’s Circle in Bounding 

Box: In the Yolo algorithm, each object has a specific circle in the bounding box and the class 

predicts by pointing to that circle (Karimi). But the difference is that in the case of multiple objects, 

what would happen if the circle in the center of another object came within the bounding box of one 

object? It can be shown through a figure. Figure 11: Object Overlapping In the first position in this 

figure 11, the bounding box of two objects has overlapped and the circle of one bounding box has 

come within the circle of another bounding box circle. This means that a circle of two objects has 

entered into one bounding box, in this case it is called anchor box and since it is two objects it is 

called two anchor box (Understanding YOLO and YOLOv2, 2019). The position of second will also be 

the same here, so Yolo algorithm concatenates in case of such overlap objects (Kathuria, n.d.). 

Figure 12: Object Concatenation In the figure 12 two objects are overlapped, the circle of two 

objects is very close. The Yolo algorithm concatenates to predict the class and bounding boxes of 

two objects (Kathuria, n.d.). Figure 13: CNN Architecture Finally, the Yolo algorithm uses 

convolutional neural networks (figure: 13) to predict the class and bounding boxes of an object. We 

already know about CNN, feature extraction is done through CNN and takes max value when 

creating feature map. 3.7.3 Yolo V5 Road Map: Yolo v5 is used in this paper, the process with its 

architecture is as follows: Figure 14: Yolo V5 Architecture The Yolo family models are made up of 

three important blocks (figure: 14). In the backbone, for feature extraction from images made up  

of cross-stage partial networks, it uses CSPDarknet as that of the backbone. In the Neck part, 

PANet uses it to create an FPN (feature pyramid network) so that it can perform on the whole of the 

feature as well as pass it to the head for prediction. And last one, for object detection, it contains 

layers that create predictions from anchor boxes (Luo et al., n.d.). 3.7.4 Model Summary: A brief 

overview of the Yolo algorithm is that the Yolo algorithm is a one stage detection algorithm while  

the Faster r-cnn and Mask r-cnn are two stage detection algorithms (Bandyopadhyay). The feature 

map is created through the Convolutional Neural Network and then the class and bounding box 

prediction. Here first (Pc) probability of class whether there is an object in the picture and then 

bounding box prediction. However, in the case of multiple objects, if the circle point of two objects is 

in one bounding box, then the Yolo algorithm concatenates the values of the two objects. Nvidia-smi 

has also been used in this model. wandb has been installed for TensorBoard. After the model train 

we can see the prediction including the result, train loss, validation loss (Agarwal et al.). A yaml file 

was taken during this model train, where the location of the train dataset and the location of the 

validation dataset are given and the class of the object is defined. For the yolo algorithm, yolov5s.pt 

has been taken as weight file and batch size has been taken as two whether hundred epochs have 

been run. After that two files are available after the model train, the best.pt file is for object 

detection and the last.pt file is again for the model train. 3.8 The Loss function of the Models 3.8.1 

Faster R-CNN L = Lcls + Lbox Equation 1: Faster R-CNN Loss Methodology part discusses Region 

Proposal Network, proposes regions through RPN from feature map and this RPN can be optimized 

through multi task loss function (Weng, 2017). This loss function consists of the classification loss 

and regression loss (Equation: 1) of the object (Ananth, 2019). L ({pi}, {t*i}) = 1 ÷ Ncls ∑ⅈ Lcls(pi, 

pi*) + 𝐍𝐫𝐞𝐠 ∑ⅈ pi* ⋅ Lreg(ti−ti∗) 𝛌 Equation 2: Faster R-CNN Loss In this loss function equation 

(Equation: 2), pi is the predicted probability of the anchor where (i) is an object. Where (i) is an 

object and (pi*) is the anchor's ground truth label, (Lcls) is the log loss function of two classes 

whether a sample is a target object or not on the other hand (Lreg) is the regression loss. (Ncls) 

This is a normalization term which is the size of a mini-batch (~256), (ti) represents the predicted 

four parameterized coordinates, whereas (t*i) represents the ground truth coordinates. And (Nreg) 

is a normalization term of regression. Finally the balance parameter (𝜆) is set to 10 in the paper 

(Weng, 2017). Page 39|72 3.8.2 Mask R-CNN: In this paper discusses the Mask R-CNN in the 

Methodology part, that the processes of the Mask R-CNN are similar to those of the Faster R-CNN, 
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but here the mask is predicted with the class and bounding box, which means instance 

segmentation. There is also talk of FPN (feature pyramid network) (Hui, n.d.) as a backbone 

network although it is not mandatory because ResNet50, RestNet101 extract features very fast and 

efficiently (ResNet (34, 50, 101): Residual CNNs for Image Classification Tasks, 2019). ResNet101 

has been used as a backbone network in this paper and it extracts features very quickly through 

pooling layers and also this is a large network. However, the initial loss function of this model is as 

follows L = Lcls + Lbox + Lmask Equation 3: Mask R-CNN Loss Loss = Classification Loss + 

Bounding Box Regression Loss + Mask Loss From this equation (Equation: 3) it can be said that 

where Lcls and Lbox are the same as the Faster R-CNN method. The mask branch is responsible for 

generating the mask dimension (m x m) for each RoI pooling layer and class. And K is the number 

of classes now let's say k has a binary mask, that is the mask is made up of 1s in the segmented 

target object and 0s everywhere else. 3.8.3 Yolo V5: The loss function in the Yolo algorithm can be 

divided into three parts, the first part is to find the coordinate of the bounding box, the second part 

is to predict the score of the bounding box and the other part is to predict the class score of the 

object. Those parts are MSE (mean square error) losses caused by modulated IoU scores between 

the ground truth and prediction. The three parts of the Yolo algorithm have the following loss 

functions: → Bounding Box Coord → Confidence → Classification Equation 4: Yolo Loss Value 

Equation In this loss function (Equation: 4), (1iobj) refers to the presence of an object in cell (i)  

and (1ijobj) refers to (jth) The object in cell (i) is predicted using the th bounding box. The 

regularisation parameters (λcoord) and (λnoobj) are necessary for the loss function to be balanced. 

The loss corresponding with predicted bounding box location coordinates (x, y) is computed in the 

first part (Equation: 4) and the ground truth data in the training set has bounding box Page 41|72 

coordinates of (𝑥,̂ 𝑥)̂. In the Yolo algorithm (λcoord) the value is taken to be 5.0 and Whether a 

mistake occurs, it indicates a constant that increases the penalty. The number of bounding boxes in 

the grid is given by B, while the number of cells in the grid is given by S2. In the second part 

(Equation: 4), (C) represents the level of confidence and the predicted bounding box with ground 

truth box's IOU is (𝐶)̂. In this model (λnoobj) the value is taken to be 0.5 and when there is no 

object, it is utilized to make the loser less concerned about confidence. In the last part (Equation: 

4), for classification, this loss is the sum of squared error loss. In the term (1iobj), when there is   

an object on a cell then its 1 and when there isn't, it's 0 (Zafar et al., 2018, #). Chapter - 4 Result 

Analysis and Discussion 4.1 The Loss values of the Models: 4.1.1 Faster R-CNN: In this paper model 

loss, classifier loss, bounding box regression loss, loss objectness, RPN box regression loss has  

been found out through that equation where 100 iterations were run in each epoch with 4000+ 

data. And ResNet50 has been used as a backbone network with fifty epochs in this paper, it scans 

the image directly and creates a feature map. Figure 15: Faster R-CNN Loss Values Table 1: Faster 

R-CNN Loss Values Table Figure 16: Faster R-CNN Classifier Loss Values Figure 17: Faster R-CNN 

Bounding Box Regression Loss Values Figure 18: Faster R-CNN Objectness Loss Values Figure 19: 

Faster R-CNN RPN Regression Loss Values 4.1.2 Mask R-CNN: In this paper, train loss and validation 

loss has been found out through the loss function of Mask R-CNN with 4000+ data and 10 classes. 

Where ResNet101 has been used as a backbone network, the learning rate was 0.001 and 300 steps 

have been taken per epoch and hundred epochs have been run. In this paper, coco's weight file has 

been taken as weight file'. Figure 20: Mask R-CNN Loss Values Table 2: Mask R-CNN Loss Values 

Table 4.1.3 Yolo V5: In this paper, object loss, class loss, bounding box loss has been found out 

through that equation with 4000+ data. During the model train a (. yaml) file is created, where the 

names of the classes are defined, including the location of the image and the location of the label. 

yolo5s.pt has been taken as a weight file for yolo v5, image size is 650 pixels and batch size is two. 

After the model train, two weight files are available, best.pt and last.pt. The object is detected by 

the best.pt weight file and the model is pre trained through the last.pt weight file. The loss values 

after the model train with yolo5s.pt weight file are as follows: Figure 21: Yolo V5 Train Object Loss 

Values Figure 22: Yolo V5 Train Class Loss Values Table 3: Yolo V5 Train Loss Values Table Figure 23: 

Yolo V5 Train Bounding Box Loss Values Figure 24: Yolo V5 Validation Class Loss Values Figure 25: 

Yolo V5 Validation Bounding Box Loss Values Figure 26: Yolo V5 Validation Object Loss Values Table 

4: Yolo V5 Validation Loss Values Table Therefore, if we look at the loss values (table: 1) of the 

Faster R-CNN algorithm among the losses of that algorithm, then the loss values of the validation 

here gradually decrease (figure: 15). However, since the epoch thirteen, the validation loss value 

was gradually the same, on the other hand, the train loss value was also the same, although there 

was a slight rise and fall so the Page 50|72 prediction was good. The table 1 table shows that while 

the train classifier continued to decline, in the case of validation, the values were fluctuating (figure: 

16) after a few loops. Again in the case of bounding box regression loss (figure: 17) it is seen that 

the validation loss is continuously decreasing and the train loss is up and down (some values were 

repeated). If we look at the values of the loss object from the table (table: 1), in the case of trains 

some of the values are held after a few loops (figure: 18) but in the case of validation the values 

were in a flow (after thirteen loops) though. As seen in the case of bounding box regression 

validation (figure: 19 and table: 1), where the values were same after a while but the values of the 

train were in flow. Where ResNet50 as backbone network and stochastic gradient descent as 

optimizer. In the Mask R-CNN, here ResNet101 network is much though the larger network, as 

discussed in the Methodology part on the other hand Per epoch has taken 300 iterations. Looking at 

the loss value table (table: 2), it can be seen that the train values were gradually decreasing but the 

validation loss values were rising and falling (figure: 20). The mean average precision result was 

better than other algorithms and the detection score was good from other algorithms but sometimes 

object predictions are missing compared to other methods. From the loss values (figure: 21 – 23 
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and table: 3) in the Yolo v5 algorithm, it can be seen that the train (figure: 21 – 23 and table: 3) 

class loss, bounding box loss, object loss was gradually decreasing and also in the case of validation 

data (figure: 24 – 26 and table: 4). However, since there are multiple objects in the dataset, mean 

value is comparatively less than other algorithms. Because the same object will not exist in a 

picture, but the object prediction is better than other algorithms. Detection scores, on the other 

hand, are relatively lower than other algorithms. Page 51|72 4.2 Prediction of the Models Now the 

prediction of those models is as follows: Original Image Predicted Image Original Image Predicted 

Image Figure 27: Faster R-CNN Prediction Original Image Predicted Image Original Image Predicted 

Image Figure 28: Mask R-CNN Prediction Figure 29: Mask R-CNN Load Mask on the images Original 

Image Predicted Image Original Image Figure 30: Yolo V5 Prediction Predicted Image The prediction 

capability of the three algorithms shows that the faster r-cnn and yolo v5 algorithms are able to 

predict the objects very well. Since there are many similarities between Mask R-CNN and Faster R- 

CNN as stated in the Methodology part and Predicting Mask during Prediction in Mask R-CNN, it 

means that there is a matter of instance segmentation which is given in figures (27 - 28 and 30). 

However, in the mask r-cnn algorithm, there is some missing in multiple object predictions, but the 

main reason is the rise and fall of validation loss in the mask r-cnn method where the train losses 

had to be gradually reduced. 4.3 Detection Score of the Models Predicted Image Figure 31: Mask R- 

CNN Detection Score Predicted Image with Detection Score Predicted Image Predicted Image with 

Detection Score Figure 32: Yolo V5 Detection Score Detection scores are comparatively faster r-cnn 

and mask r-cnn similar (figure: 31), but in the case of the yolo algorithm the detection score 

(figure: 32) is comparatively lower than other algorithms. The detection score given by mask r-cnn 

method is car-95% -99%, microbus- 90% - 95%, motorcycle- 89% -95%, taxi-87% -94% and 

rickshaw - 80%-95% whereas detection score given by yolo method is comparatively less. In this 

paper the data has been model run with about 4000+ approximately, there were ten types of 

classes. In general, a data check will show that multiple objects exist, and more importantly, that 

the same class of the same number does not exist in the same image. For this reason, the detection 

score of an object in a multiple object based picture is quite different depending on the model. Now 

if we look at the Yolo v5 architecture (figure: 14), CSPDarknet is used as the backbone network in 

yolo v5. CSPDarknet is very fast and this backbone uses yolo v4 and yolo v5 (Solawetz, 2020). The 

CSP2 structure built by CSPnet is utilized to increase the capability of network feature integration in 

Yolo 5's Neck structure on other hand through the neck, PANet creates the FPN, measures the 

performance of the aggregation of the feature, and then sends it to the HEAD for prediction. Finally, 

HEAD has layers which are predicted from the anchor box and from here the detection score is 

obtained (Luo et al., n.d.). 4.4 Confusion Matrix Confusion Matrix have been used in this paper for 

experiments. Accuracy, recall, or sensitivity, specificity, precision, F-score, ROC curve, log loss, and 

other metrics are used to evaluate the performance of classification algorithms (Srivastava, 2019). 

Mean Average Precision is very important for object detection in computer vision at present. Defines 

the location of the object through localization and the class of the object through the classification 

that was discussed earlier (Yohanandan, 2020). Through this metric we have found the mean 

average precision value for those methods. True positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive 

(FP), and false negative (FN) are the four parameters used in this evaluation procedure. Table 5: 

Confusion Metrics Table So first of all the parameters are defined according to that table (table: 5): 

● Positives that are true (TP) - Predicted a positive outcome, which turned out to be correct (Hui, 

n.d.). ● Negatives that are true(TN) - Predicted a negative outcome, which turned out to be 

incorrect. ● Positives that aren't true(FP) - It was predicted to be positive, but it turned out to be 

incorrect. ● Negatives that aren't true(FN) - It was unable to predict a thing that was already 

present. Then the formula of Precision: Precision: Precision is a measure that evaluates the 

accuracy of your predictions. That determines how many of our model's predictions were accurate 

(Hui, n.d.). In short, how many of our predictions were correct? 𝑇𝑃 Precision: 𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑃 Precision: 𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑐 

𝑃𝑙𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑐 𝑇𝑙𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑐𝑐 𝑃𝑙𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑐 This term seems to be - |{𝑅𝑐𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑟 𝐼𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑟} ∩{𝑅𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑐𝑐 𝐼𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑟}| Precision: 

{𝑅𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑐𝑐 𝐼𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑟} Recall: Recall is defined as the percentage of accurately predicted positive 

observations to the total number of observations in the actual class-yes (B, 2019). 𝑇𝑃 Recall: 

𝑇   𝑃+𝐹𝑁 Recall: 𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑐 𝑃𝑙𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑐 𝑇𝑙𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑙𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑐 This term seems to be - |{𝑅𝑐𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑟 𝐼𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑟} ∩{𝑅𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑐𝑐 

𝐼𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑟}| Recall: {𝑅𝑐𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑟 𝐼𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑟} F1 score: The weighted average of precision and Recall is the F1 score 

. On the other hand, F score is called F1 score, F1-Measure generates a single score that combines 

precision and recall issues into a single value. As a result, both false positives and false negatives are 

considered in this score (Joshi, 2016). F1- score: 2 . (𝑃𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑥 𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙) (𝑃𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑙𝑙+ 𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙) If we talk about AP 

(average precision), The AP is an approach to reducing or summarizing the precision-  recall curve  to  a 

single number that represents the average of all precisions  (Gad, n.d.).  The  difference between both 

the current and the next recalls is computed and then compounded by the current precision using a loop 

that passes over all precisions/recalls. And finally we need to calculate mean average precision, actually, 

in the maP calculate the AP  for  each  class  first.  The  mAP represents the average of all APs for all 

classes. 4.5 Confusion Matrix Result of the Models We differentiate between actual value and predicted 

value to find  out  mean  precision,  mean  average recall and f1 score. Figure 33: Confusion Metrics  

with  Line  Graph  Result  (map,  maR,  F1-score) Figure 34: Confusion Metrics Result with bar graph 

(map,  maR,  F1-score)  Figure  35:  Confusion Metrics and F1 curve of Yolo V5 Table 6: Confusion 

Metrics Result Table (map, maR, F1-score) 4.6 Validation Loss Values of the Models Figure 36: Validation 

Loss of the Models We  have run the code      of three methods using colab pro, colab pro gives more 

gpu with more ram and more memory. 

Usually Colab offers 12 GB of RAM and 12 hours of runtime although it is free version but on Colab 

Pro gives RAM is 25 GB and runtime is 24 hours (Kim, 2020). From the table above (table: 6), to 
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evaluate the performance of our proposed models, they are compared using Confusion Matrix using 

the same dataset. The models have been trained with about 4000+ data, where two types of 

annotations exist. In this paper, both Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN models have been trained with 

xml file (annotation). The names of the object classes are defined in the xml file along with the 

values of the bounding box but the Yolo algorithm model has been trained with txt file (annotation) 

and the classes in txt file are defined with 0, 1, 2 . However, we have compared the models by 

showing the Confusion Matrix (mean average precision, recall and f1 score) of the models through a 

line graph (figure: 33) and bar graph (figure: 34) and also comparing the loss value of the models 

through a pie chart (figure: 36). Here we have taken the values of Mean Average Precision as 0.50 

in IoU (Intersection over union) for those models. Where mean average precision value is found as 

intersection over union (IoU) 0.5. If we first compare the mean average precision values from that 

table (table: 6), the mean average precision, recall and f1-score value of Mask R-CNN was higher 

than the other models. If we look at figure 35, we can see that the level for all classes in F1_curve 

was 0.73. In Mask R-CNN's Mean Average Precision value is 82%, Mean Average Recall value is 92% 

and F1- score value is 87%. Meanwhile, the mean average precision, recall and f1-score value of 

Faster R-CNN is higher than that of Yolo v5, whereas Faster R-CNN F1-score value is 77% and Yolo 

v5 is 73%. However, in the faster r-cnn method, the values of Confusion Matrix were the same after 

epoch thirteen as well as the loss values were the same after epoch thirteen. If we compare the loss 

function of the models from the figure (figure: 36) above, the loss value of Mask R-CNN is 

comparatively higher than the loss value of other models. However, the Mask R-CNN had a higher 

detection score and mean average precision than the other models, and Mask R-CNN uses a 

powerful backbone network (ResNet101), which helps to extract features very quickly. Chapter - 5 

Conclusion and Recommendation 5.1 Findings and Contribution The purpose of this paper is to find 

out which method gives better performance for vehicle detection and classification. We have 

collected street videos from different countries including Bangladesh. Each street video is framed 

(as a picture) at 3-4 second intervals. Ten classes are defined in annotations. We have taken more 

than four thousand pictures as a dataset, of which 3200+ pictures have been used for trains and 

800+ pictures have been used for tests. Then we fit the data with Mask R-CNN, Faster R-CNN and 

Yolo V5 models. We have evaluated the Confusion Matrix for the performance measure of the 

models. Find out the F1 score, Average Precision, Average Recall values through Confusion Matrix 

and compare them with their values. Confusion Matrix prove that the Mask R-CNN gives better 

performance from the table (table: 6) and also the classification result with prediction compared to 

other models. Vehicle detection and classification is done using the Deep Learning Technique, due to 

which various types of security cameras (AI camera) or drone camera on the road can help in 

vehicle detection (Wisenet AI : Hanwha Techwin - Security Global Leader, n.d.). We have compared 

the three computer vision based methods using the same dataset in this paper. The vehicle dataset 

is unavailable while on the road but we have created annotations for about 4000+ images which will 

help in future work in this field. We will increase our dataset in the future so that our models gain 

better performance with better detection results and at the same time we will find out the Confusion 

Matrix value of each class through the dataset. 5.2 Limitation There are some limitations to this 

paper. The datasets that we have collected in this paper contain multiple category objects. Same 

category objects do not exist in an image, so the value of Confusion Matrix varies depending on the 

category. However, if there is a single object in each picture, it is unlikely to happen. 5.3 

Recommendation for Future Works We have detected objects from pictures in this paper through 

some deep learning methods and compared the performance of the methods through Confusion 

Matrix. However, In the future we will work with autonomous vehicles using this computer vision 

methodology and predict the distance from one vehicle to another. References 1. Wu, Z., Sang, J., 
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